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ASSETs+ aims to build a sustainable human resources supply chain for 
the European Defence Industry, that boosts innovation by both attracting 
highly-skilled young workers and upskilling its employees. 

Complementary education & training programmes are addressing the 
following main technologies: 

Working to build a 
sustainable human 
resources supply 
chain for the 
European Defence 
Industry
The fast pace of technological 
evolution leads to challenges in 
finding workers with the right 
skills, as these are constantly 
changing.

ASSASSETs+ aims to design and 
develop new courses on emerging 
technologies for Human 
Resources in Defence, to ensure 
European sovereignty and 
autonomy.

ASSASSETs+ is built on close 
collaboration between the 
Defence Industry, sectoral 
organisations, HEIs, VET 
providers and research centres, 
with 30 partners from 8 countries 
and a broader ecosystem of 
stastakeholders.

1. Exploring emerging trends in technologies and skills in Robotics, Autonomous Systems, AI, 
Cybersecurity, and C4ISTAR.

2. Translating the results into concrete concepts as a basis for new education and training programmes.

3. Developing a European Defence Qualification System covering pedagogical and technical aspects 
while complying with education requirements and industrial needs.
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1. Defence technology roadmap: map of key enabling technologies and Defence-related applications.

2. Skills blueprint: classification of skills and job profiles for Defence technologies.

3. Body of Knowledge: ontology of technologies, skills, knowledge, and jobs for Defence.

4. Strategy for developing HR in the Defence Sector: action plan on skills to improve EU Defence 
capabilities.

5. 5. Education and training design: pedagogical and technical design framework for courses on Defence 
technologies.

6. Relevant information collected by the project in form of fiches: examples of policies and initiatives 
at national and regional level.
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The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents,
 which reflect the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

www.assets-plus.euVisit our website: Follow us: 

Join the Stakeholders Group and be part of the ASSETs+ ecosystem!

Join us!

https://assets-plus.eu/call-for-associated-stakeholders/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4DiyFSc48XkSdz1NFVH87A
https://www.linkedin.com/company/assetsplus
https://twitter.com/ASSETS_Plus

